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Suggestions

Good

Nothing

Good

Excellent

Average

satisfactory

1.internships
2.startups

3.identify the talent not percentages

Staff should speak to the student two weeks a time...about there education...

Teachers need to interact with each and every student monthly twice or once

1. Identify the students with our intelligence not only Percentage
2. Good communication with students

1

nothing..

Find out the student weaknesses encourage, and support them to overcome and unnecessary fines

are collecting by the principal it should be changed and my personal opinion is to change student

attitude is depending upon to educate them not punished them

The new faculty staff must be trained well to interact with the students with a good subject

Must be knowledge

Try something new for teaching

improve in toilets and other requirements.

This college doesn't give any permission to participate in r extra extracurricular activities.

1.make to speak in english

in this college present permission to participate give in other culture activities



In this college students must take responsibility for students . They need to communicate with

students . they are behaving like .government paying salaries whatever happened here. they have

must responsible about students .and to communicate with students

Yes

Once in a year...whole class should be taken to a trip and have a group photo...it’s memorable😉

New motivation and communication skills classes needed for students ...

try something New for teaching

Provide equipments for experiments
Provide neat bathrooms

Giving more importance to practical knowledge than normal classes

No suggestions

Good and excellent

Finish syllabus as early as possible and write assignments in the presence of teacher.

1.Provide laptops to our students in
special class
2.fine of attendance fee to requesting
decrease

3. That's it thanking u

First, please improve the washroom and provide some playing time for students. They can able to

set their mindset well and they can do good in their studies as well .

Full-day classes

Improve washrooms/stop fining students for hall tickets /college times are effective

Full day class

nice staff

Good teaching

1.Change the toilets
2.provide practical knowledge
3.fees are so high
4.they ate collecting the fines when the halltickets are issuing for the students
5. Change the principal

1. Change the toilets
2.dismiss the principal

3.p

excellent



All are perfect

Explain the class somewhat practically

Use digital classes and encourage spots

Please see all the students are equal

No more suggestions.

Weekly tests, observe the all students

Weekly tests and observed the all students

Principal collected the heavy fine from students....

1.Very poor teaching staff
2.if student comes to late college the principle collected money from students this was worst thing
in this institution
3.But one thing is very good in our college, which is that our Physics HOD sir teaches very well...

Telugu lo cheyadam ledu hod sir only cheputunna Telugu notes lev evadam ledhu

1)Ban mobiles in institute
2)rules should be strictly implemented

3)should dismiss the worst batch

1.college rules should be strictly follows
2.only hods are useful to learn something

3.students must be in discipline manner

1)don't allow mobile phones to Institute

Weekly Assignment, daily classes, daily test in classrooms,

Super

1.please tell me about blueprint 2. Complete syllabus as soon as possible 3. Please identify the both

strength and weakness

Please develop teaching skills

Has observe behavior of the students

And has to develop an electronics lab.

Interact with students daily
Interact with students about doubt in every subject
Use visual media to engage students well

1.Use better graphic and visual media to engage students well
2.try to reach every student and ask for their doubts

3.make teaching a two way interaction



Every teacher has to more participate in lab works to improve skills of students
2. Students has to increase their speaking skills

3. Teachers have to give major projects to the students.

1 =Every teacher has to more participate in labworks

2 student has to improve their speaking skills

Every teacher has to more participate in lab works

2- students as to improve speaking skill

Good but improve the communication to the students

Overall activities done by our college is good

Physics

Yes sir teaching is very well

Storage battery,

Good...

Nothing to tell everything was perfect

Very good

No

Three observations and overall suggestions and learning excellent.

Teacher kiar

Very learn to the students

Ict mam should provide us the projector experience to learn better

All good

Very good and I satisfied

In this college we only satisfy the teaching of physics hod sir and maths sharuk sir....and English is

somewhere satisfied...

Good and help full to overcome problems

I agree and satisfied

I agree and satisfied

Full day clg, special classes,weekly one day exam .

Teaching is good

Experienced teaching, Highly skilled teachers AND DUTY oriented . INDIVIDUAL problems not

UNDERSTOOD by teachers.

satisfied with teaching


